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TIME: 2% Hours 

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory, 

Paper / Subject Code: 88703 / Business Intellitgence 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. (3) Answers to the same qucstion must be Yritten together. (4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. (5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. (6) Use of Non-programmable calcúlators is allowed. 
Attempt any three of the following: 

success of a DSS. 

Define business intelligence? Explain architecture of the business intelligenc�. What is decision support system (DSS)? What arê the factors that affect the degreé of 

Enumerate approaçhès to the deçision-making process, 

Describe the phases inthe development of a decision support systems (DSS). 

Attemptany three of the follówing: 

b.Describe �iferent applications ofData Mining. 
Compare incomplete, noisy, opinconsistent data. 

Explain main components ofthe main components of a businessintelligence system What is system? Write the role of a closed cycle marketing system with feedback,efects 

f. Differentíate between's 

Explain the con�ept of mathematical mÙdels according to their characteristics, probabilistiç nature, temporal dimen_ion. 

Enuñérate basic data mining tasks in. details. 
Explain data-öleansing?Why is d�ta leansing ímportant for data miníng? 

Att�mpt any three of the following: 
Explain Taxonomy of classification model. 
Explain tbe concept of k-means algorithm for Clustering. Desçribe in details support yector machines 

Total Marks: 75 

Write about dËfferent Taxonomies ofçlustering methods. 
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Differentiate between Partitioning method and Hierarchical method. f, Explain the concept of agglomerative and divisive hierarchical methods. 
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supervis�d and unsupervised leatning. 
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Attempt any three of the following: 

What is relational marketing? Write motivations & objcctives of relational marketing. 
Explain types of data fccding a data mart of relational markcting analysis. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88703 / Business Intellitgence 

Describe the term Market Basket Analysis. 

Describe in details optimizatión models for logistics planning. 
What is supply Chain optimization? Esplain in brief. 
What is the role of cross cfficicncy analysis and virtual ioput and virtual output in 

identification of good operating practices? 

Attempt any three of the following:'c 

b Define 1. Dat�2. Information 3. Knowledge 

Describe kngwledge management activities in details. C372X63 !YQ2E372 

Describe how Al and intélligent a�ehts suppot knowledgemanagement. Relate XML to 
knowledge management and knowledge pôrtals. 
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Describe in details thÇ Process and Practice,Approache_ to Knowledge Management 
Compare and contr�st between Artificial:lntelligence Versus Natural Intelligence 
Write different 'areas of expèt systems. 5iY02C372X63I YO2C372N631Y02C37 
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